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Why this report is important: 

There are tens of thousands of people (if not more) involved in the green building movement, 

however, when you reduce the numbers to those who have nothing financially to gain (those that 

are trying to sell green products, or services), the number plummets.  Then reduce the group to 

those that put their own money and actually invested in a green home instead of telling others how 

they should live and you are left with a very small crowd indeed.  Now reduce that by those who 

are willing to invest in their own homes to learn from it – in the two green eras we have had, well, 

that number is extremely small.   

I fall into the last group.  I have nothing financially to gain from this document, yet, I’ve been 

fascinated by innovative design.  I began writing this article well over four years ago and refined 

it eleven times as my investment matured and I had time to evaluate the systems.  

1983:  My First “Green” House 

The first failed “green” era: 

During the Carter Administration, the Federal Government gave tax credit breaks for certain items 

that reduced energy.  Most States followed up with their own additional tax breaks.   

In the early 1980’s, during this time of “green” awareness, I built a new home-office using the 

latest state-of-the-art construction and energy saving design (known back then).  I decided to 

move from Dallas to frigid Minneapolis - where a winter day could be 10 to 20 degrees below zero 

– burr.   Summer temperatures can reach up to 100 degrees in Minneapolis.  The annual 

temperature spread can be 120 degrees or more.  Heating is the main concern, as the difference 

between outdoors and a warm comfortable home can be an additional 100 degrees, where as a 

summer day needs only 10 or 20 degrees of cooling for comfort.  The national economy was in 

trouble and the national home building industry was also hurting, somewhat similar as today.   

PASSIVE SOLAR 1.0 

Tom Betz, my builder, was knowledgeable in 

the latest energy savings construction as well 

as implementing the (then) new theory of 

passive solar design.  The lot I bought was 

good for a solar home – with a steep slope 

along the shore of Fish Lake in Maple Grove, 

a new suburban city – 1983 population of 

only 4,000.  A perfect passive solar lot 

should have mature deciduous trees along the 
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east, west and south sides to provide shade in the summer – we had no trees.   

 

At the time, earth insulated construction (where sides of the home were either built underground or 

earth-bermed) were the latest trend.  The steep southern slope dropped 15’ feet allowing the 

majority of the structure to be underground.  

Then (as is somewhat the case today with many “green” homes) – the architecture made the home 

stand out as “look at me I’m eco-friendly” (trendy). 

The south wall contained 36 windows to let in the solar energy.  At the time the home was built, 

there was very little information on passive solar designs.  With the theory of “passive” solar, the 

sun heats up a dark brick floor of the main living area of the home (middle floor, as seen in the 

more recent picture of the home, on the previous page).  The bricks were built upon a thick 

concrete base to store the heat over-night.  The 6” and 10” thick walls provided great insulation.  

There were no extra cost complex mechanical systems or solar collectors – the home itself acts as 

one large solar collector.  No complex systems to eventually fail, nor is there any maintenance 

required.   

Then, as is today, the tax breaks were designed to actually promote less efficient designs.  As an 

example, I could have built with more complex systems, such as solar water driven heat (which 

had a life span of just a few years before the panels started leaking) and got a 50% tax credit (you 

the tax payers pay for it).  Instead I designed the home so the structure itself is the solar collector 

– there was no tax break for that back then and today, the same situation exists.  When the energy 

savings design negates the need for a complex costly system to be added – there is no tax credits, 

thus there is a large foundational problem that exists in the way alternate designs are rewarded, 

back then – and today.  

To control the sun we had ordered quilted thermal shades with magnetic seals placed along the 

wood window trim.  These were unsightly (hideous would be more kind) but demonstrated more 

elements of visible “greenness” while in the home.  In the 1980’s curb appeal was secondary to 

the up-coming apocalypse of running out of petrol forecasted by the world’s experts that was 

surely soon to happen.  Every day the routine was to raise and lower the shades to control solar 

energy consuming about 10 minutes of manual labor.  But over the 13 years, those daily 10 

minutes added up to over 33 days of time spent raising and lower shades.    Before these window 

treatments arrived (months into the winter),  we actually ran the air-conditioner even when the 

weather was 20 degrees below zero – that was until my 6 year old son asked – Why don’t you just 

open a window? 

The heat may have been free, but my business (that I ran out of the home) needed electricity – not 

heat to run the several high energy workstations.  My electric bill in some months approached 

$300 (1983 dollars) especially when the Air conditioner was on. 
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WIND POWER 1.0 

On a whim, we asked a Wind Generator salesman to look 

at the feasibility of a residential system.     

He visited the City of Maple Grove and came back very 

excited as the City had recently passed a Wind Generator 

ordinance allowing a 100 foot tall wind power system to 

be built on a small city lot with just a permit!  Likely, the 

first city in the country with such a ruling.   

In 1984, we had constructed a 100’ tall tower with a 10 

kilowatt Bergey Wind System with 23’ diameter blades - 

the actual generator shown in the picture above.  Since 

this was an independent system added onto the home, 

there was a tax credit.  Half of the system was paid for by 

you – the tax payer, thank you very much. 

From the City’s perspective the wind system was a critical 

step in creating a foundation to provide homeowners with 

independence from the electric companies power.  Maple 

Grove’s ordinance would allow a complete wind system 

on a small city lot was to be a model for other Cities to 

follow.   During the short construction period, we were 

front page news as the first such system built legally on a 

typical small suburban lot using just a permit. 

The neighbors however, were not as thrilled about the towering generator and they waged a suit 

against the City of Maple Grove basically over the looks of the tower.   These same neighbors 

had unsightly solar hot water collection systems on the majority of the rooftops, so it was difficult 

to attack the generator for its appearance.  Over time, most of those originally opposed actually 

began to enjoy having it in the neighborhood as a focal point.  Directions were not necessary, as it 

could be seen from quite a distance.  It was not unusual for letters to be delivered to us addressed 

with “the house with the wind generator, Maple Grove Minnesota” 

The Bergey proved to be an excellent choice with no problems.  Not many “green” solutions from 

this era have survived to this day – however, the 10 kW Bergey is still considered state of the art 

(see www.bergey.com).  Bergey claims the new generator is 50% quieter with 40% more power 

and a 10 year warranty – at much less costs than I originally paid (adjusting for inflation).  For me, 

the wind system had about a 5 year payback (the power generated was more than the payments on 

my 5 year loan), after that all my power generated would be free.  Also keep in mind in 1984 I 

would have been paying 15% interest on the loan.  If we had not ran our business from the home, 
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and had the advantages of today’s energy savings appliances, that 10kw system would have made 

us a profit over these years by being able to charge the power company for its excess electricity – 

or it could have supplied power for 3 or 4 of today’s homes with EnergyStar appliances!  

REPEAL OF THE WIND ORDINANCE 

It’s no secret that Minneapolis is known as a “liberal” area.  A concern for the environment is very 

strong and many of the environmental regulations we have today as a nation have had their 

beginnings in this region. Minnesota is also home to many environmental groups.  

When the neighbors waged complaints at the Council meetings, the City of Maple Grove asked me 

to defend the Wind Ordinance.  Because I directly benefitted financially, I felt that it would be 

counter-productive.   

I had also felt that the environmental groups, foundations, and so called “green” companies – 

including a few that offered alternate energy devices, would defend the ordinance… none bothered 

to show up.  Even Control Data who was investing in small wind generators and based in 

Minnesota had not cared to defend the ordinance! 

The City Council needed to be assured they 

were on the right track by having somebody 

agree with their decision. If it was defended, 

the ordinance would have been maintained in 

force and sent a message to the other cities of 

the nation to follow their lead.  

Maple Grove was the nation's first city to also 

repeal a Wind Generator ordinance!  After a 

few years for the neighbor’s war against 

Maple Grove, the City made a financial offer 

that I could not turn down and they bought the 

generator.    Today, the same generator is 

still outputting power on a site near Delano, 

Minnesota – 27 years in service!!  The 

payback back then was 5 years, we would have 

been producing free power for over two decades! 

So a quarter century before this current “Green” movement, we had built a “Net-Zero” home & 

business (it often produced more energy than it used).   

Its ironic that Maple Groves focal point of their new town center is a massive wind generator as 

seen here (in the picture above)!   
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UNSUSTAINABLE GREEN 1.0 

In 1983, this home cost about $121,000. Twelve years later it was appraised at $186,000. During 

this same dozen years, homes escalated in price at a rapid pace – especially lake front homes.   

Using an inflation calculator, $121,000 in 1983 should have been worth $196,000 in 1995.  

In those same years, the housing market recovered and home appreciation should have resulted in 

the nearly 4,000 sq.ft. home being worth at a minimum of $350,000 (had it been a conventionally 

built home)– nearly twice the appraisal price. 

My “green” home had taken a tremendous loss in value – due to the architectural oddity that at one 

time would be considered state of the art for trendy design – earth bermed housing.  Looking at 

many of today’s “green” homes, their trendy architecture that screams out: “Look at me I’m 

Green”… may not be a wise choice down the road when resale comes along.  

GREEN 2.0 – 25 years later 

In 2009 I was building Green again – this time as a 

requirement of a land purchase from the city of St. Louis 

Park, Minnesota.  As part of the purchase, I had to agree 

to build using MNGreenStar certification, synonymous 

to LEED but modified for Minnesota climates.   I asked 

Mike Hillesheim of Creek Hill Custom Homes, my 

builder, if he could build a MNGreenstar home.  

Coincidentally,  he had just finished the MNGreenstar 

training and was planning on building a green certified 

home!  During this training they told him that it would 

only add 20 hours to certify a MNGreenstar home. 

Why Creek Hill Custom Homes?   

After I had a financially devastating experience with my first “Green” home, I was in the market 

for a conventionally built home. The last thing I was concerned about was being “green”.   

In the mid-1990’s, I found an 80’ wide Maple Grove 

lot owned by Mike that backed onto a large wetland 

- perfect for a walkout (the lower basement level 

opens up to the rear yard).  At the time Mike had 

several models for sale to choose from.   

One home caught my attention, not because of curb 
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appeal, but because of the floor plan.  It had a large (15’ x 32’) open great room, but that room was 

isolated and failed to take advantage of the open space the great room would provide. After a few 

minutes speaking to Mike, I sketched changes 

that I wanted and Mike quoted me a price that I 

was pleased with.   

Four months later I moved into the house that 

Mike had built to the actual day and dollar he 

had originally quoted!   

The large windows were NORTH facing – as I 

did not care any longer about energy savings 

after losing hundreds of thousands of dollars on 

my last “green” home investment.   

 

I discovered that in the decade that passed after I built my first solar home, was that the new homes 

were quite energy efficient!    

This was my first home on a typical suburban 

lot designed for a panoramic view.   It was to 

be used as a model for my land planning 

business to demonstrate architectural 

opportunities that designers miss when setting 

homes on lots.   

With the home angled 12 degrees from the 

street, it offered increased front and side views 

without looking at the side of the home next to 

it.  

When I had an open house after moving into this 

new home, everyone could not believe that I had 

actually built a larger home than the 4,000 sq.ft. 

house I just sold.  The fact was that the home 

had only 2,500 sq.ft. but had the illusion of 

being expansive due to the architectural trickery using light and space.   

Also we took great care in the design to eliminate waste.  There was only 16 sq.ft. of hallway 

space!  Compared to earth-berm design where space ends on a solid wall, windows (you cannot 

view dirt) connect the interior to the exterior spaces.  

In 2009, I visited the couple that bought the home from me and they have never had a problem – in 

the 12 years since I sold the home. Creek Hill Custom Homes was my choice on this next “Green 
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Venture”. 

 

Prefurbia 

In Prefurbia, all home building and land development solutions must 

make economic sense.  Simply put – any new solution must be equal 

or less to construct than the current conventional method – only then 

can it be guaranteed to make economic sense, and only then 

sustainable.  If it costs more than conventional options, it’s likely 

to be a benefit to only the wealthy.   

All of the methods introduced in Prefurbia will have a livability 

benefit – either from a human or environment foundation.  From 

an architectural perspective – all homes in Prefurbia should be 

oriented to their relationship to space.  In other words, Prefurbia is the first 

planning method to blend interior home spaces and functions to the overall community 

plan.   

It was critical that this home demonstrate the advantages offered by this higher level of design. 

HARVESTING THE SOLAR DATA 

The first meeting I had with MNGreenstar, I had asked Michael Ottagawa Anchell, the founder to 

give me advice on the best appliances, landscaping, etc.  He said that because MNGreenstar was a 

non-profit they could not give me this type of advice because it would be promoting a private (for 

profit) item or service, and a non-profits charter forbids the promotion of such things.  This is a 

major flaw in these “certifying” systems, my wife Adrienne, my builder Mike and I were left to our 

own research. 

On to the internet to find out the 

latest and greatest information 

that would surely have been  

compiled this past quarter century 

on passive solar design methods 

and materials… …what we found 

is just about the same information 

that was known back in 1983!   

There seemed to be nothing new 

on-line or in data bases about 
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passive solar energy.  

The “plan” was quite simple… 

A dark tile gets hot under the sunlight – heats the concrete sub-floor, and maintains heat for the 

next day or so – for free.  This picture shows the dark tile floor and the large glass area.  The 

corner faces south and represents about 1/2 of the solar surface that will likely heat up with 

exposure to the sun.   To maintain the sunlight exposure we were to have a winter furniture layout 

and then a summer one. 

Controlling the amount of the sun’s energy that reached the floor was to come from motorized 

Hunter Douglass thermal shades.  In the summer to eliminate the floor heat fighting the air 

conditioner we simply place large throw rugs along the sun lit areas. 

Thermal shades are important to lock in the heat after the sun sets. 

Variable roof overhang is commonly taught to prevent the summer sun from overheating the 

house.  This does not work that well.  I can tell you from past experience that overhang 

calculations to block summer sun only work for a short period.  The picture above is part of the 

many studies we did during the summer to test tiles in direct sunlight. Time and temperature is 
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shown.  We had to conduct 

our own research because 

there was none to be found 

elsewhere. 

A VERY 

CONTROVERSIAL 

SITE 

The land that St Louis Park 

auctioned was thought to be 

“park” area by the neighbors.  

The five acre  wooded area 

had been used for decades as if 

it was public land.  It was not. 

The corner was quite open with 

only one cottonwood tree that 

was to be removed. 

There was never any power to 

the lot nor was there sewer 

service.   

There were other 

considerations such as bad soil 

14 feet below the surface 

which had to be removed. 

Because there was no sewer 

connection we had to remove a 

section of public street to 

access the sewer pipe. 

The site appeared flat but was 

actually on a slope dropping 7 

feet from the front to the rear.  

This made it possible to build a 

walkout level 
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Creating an illusion of space … 

A family who just bought a 4,000 square 

foot home is unlikely to take advantage 

of the total area, yet will be paying each 

month in energy costs and taxes.   

What if a 2,200 sq.ft. home could have 

the feel and function like 4,000 square 

feet?    

The goal of building this new home was 

to demonstrate that space and function 

could be squeezed within a reasonable 

envelope. 

To help expand the feel of space within 

the home, interior glass replaced 

traditional railing as seen in these 

pictures. 

The techniques to expand space and 

provide housing that is more efficient 

are not part of the Green Certification 

programs – we earned no points for 

this.   
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The main floor stairs are 

free floating - which would 

be difficult to achieve with 

Minnesota restrictions 

where only a 4” opening 

between steps is allowed.  

So we installed a short 

cable rail between the steps 

to create the flow of space 

through the stairway and 

meet the letter of the law.   

Direction of the tiles as 

well as the location of 

cascading light fixtures 

hanging from the great 

room ceiling creates an 

illusion of space. 

Height is also enhanced by 

depth – the vertical feeling 

of space is enhanced by 

creating a view down to the 

lower level.   

Again – tricks used to make 

a small space feel 

expansive. 
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The master bedroom has two large interior glass panels that overlook the great room and wooded 

area outside, again increasing the sense of space within the home.   The interior wall windows 

have shades that can be lowered from the top or the bottom to control privacy.  The rooms are 

shaped to allow good diagonal distances across gathering areas – again to expand the illusion of 

space.  Lighting is also used to emphasize shape and space.   

The picture above clearly shows the advantage of interior 

windows – the left picture having the windows removed via 

photoshop. 

A similar technique was used to increase space from the 

bedroom on the lower walkout level which also implements a 

large interior glass window.    Space expands through the 

walls as shown here in this picture. 
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The main floor is the only area of increased vertical volume (9’ high) over a standard 8 foot ceiling 

to compromise between space and energy savings on the overall home.   

The view expanding techniques to expand the illusion of space and provide housing that is more 

efficient are not part of the Green Certification programs – we earned no points for this.   

Because of the low cost to finish the lower walkout level, we finished the entire livable square 

footage of the home – with 2,255 sq.ft. net living space above ground and an additional 1,340 sq.ft. 

below.   

If the home did not have a walkout level or basement, it would still be a fully functional 3 bedroom 

home with 2 ¾ baths, an oversized 2 car garage, with panty, elevator, loft, upper deck and that 

great spacious feeling!  

Today, the average size of a new single family home is 2,400 sq.ft.   By using more emphasis on 

space increasing techniques (both real and illusional), it may be possible to build homes 10% to 

20% smaller without the buyer noticing any difference.   This would have a direct positive impact 

on energy use from a heating and cooling perspective! 

FOOTPRINT – using much less land 

The footprint of the home 

determines the percentage of the 

lot that is taken up by the mass of 

the home.   

For this example, we use the 

foundation size instead of the roof 

overhang. 

Foundation perimeter is what 

engineers use to determine lot 

coverage. 

 

This picture shows the home we sold to build this new house.  It is an updated (built in 1936) Cape 

Cod style home.  The above ground square footage is roughly 1,900 sq.ft.   Certainly no one 

would say that this was a huge home or a McMansion, nor was it a small house.     
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From an aerial view (at the same scale) emerges a different story than is seen on the ground.   

The old home (below) consumed 2,130 sq.ft of building footprint on the lot, where as the new 

home has 1,923 sq.ft. of building footprint – 2,000 total if you include the front porch. 

Both homes have two above ground levels and one below ground. 

The old home had 2,492 total finished square feet (including finished accessory buildings) with 

two one car garages.  

The new one has 3,600 square feet – plus 4 oversized garage spaces and a 600 sq.ft. great room 

(takes up a potential 600 square foot that could have been used on the upper level). 

The new home is larger, yet is has a total surface area 7% less (environmental impact) than the old 

house.   If you factor useable square footage the reduction on a sq.ft. basis jumps quite a bit. 

The techniques to reduce lot coverage and provide housing that is more efficient is not easily 

demonsratable, thus are not part of the Green Certification programs – we earned no points . 
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A HOME TO GROW OLD IN 

 

Today’s homes with 9’ (or more) ceilings, along with 

floors getting thicker to serve as HVAC conduits 

(Heating, Venting, and Cooling Systems), add quite a bit 

of climbing – making stairs even more of a problem as 

we age – or if a home’s resident were to get a simple hip, 

leg, or foot injury.    

The current trend to build single level homes to eliminate 

the stairs does have some critical drawbacks.   

A two story house can take up less than half the land 

area of a single level home of the same square 

footage.   

Less than ½ the area?  This is because garage space is 

not included in the square footage of a home and living 

space can be built over a garage, thus  a two story home 

can take less than half the area of a single level home.   

 

 

Suppose a developer decides to build for the empty nest buyer and is convinced that the homes 

must be built as a single level.  For this hypothetical situation, we will use 2,400 square feet (the 

average house built today) and $200,000 an acre for the premium raw land close into town with 

nearby parks and services.  This single level 2,400 square foot townhome with an attached two car 

garage is likely to achieve a density of approximately  4 homes per acre (with ample open space).  

That is $50,000 for each home in raw land cost.  If the same unit could be built 2 story with an 

elevator and achieve 7 homes per acre with the same amount of common open space, the raw land 

costs per unit drops to $28,571.   

Because the 2 story units consume less land area, there needs to be far less infrastructure (roads 

and sewers) to service the average unit. Two story could (in theory) be as much as $25,000 less 

cost (per unit) to develop in this scenario.   

A two story residential elevator is about - $15,000. So it looks like a $10,000 advantage.   

But there are other advantages like higher density without sacrificing open space and less 

infrastructure per unit – less sprawl, and less impervious surface…  
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In other words, the development is more 

“green”.  With ½ the foundation and ½ of the 

roof structure, the construction costs should be 

less.   The image above is “The Preserve at 

Islanda” a New York townhome neighborhood 

we designed where each home has stairs and an 

elevator.  

Ironically MNGreenstar did not have an 

elevator as an item on their 36 page checklist of 

items to comply with to certify green. 

This home has an elevator.   

 

The elevator is quite simple in operation.  For 

several reasons we chose a Matot Elevator, but 

honestly the choice was very hard, as many were 

very good contenders.  We decided that the 

particular dealer was very good and we liked the 

self contained cable operation of the unit. 

After owning several different airplanes over the 

years, I found that it was far more problematic 

and expensive to maintain hydraulic systems 

than cable operated electric systems.  Airplanes 

have either hydraulic  or cable operated flaps 

and retractable landing gear systems.  These 

systems might be very reliable in the first few 

years but prove problematic over time.  

Hydraulic seals will eventually leak and need 

replacement, not to mention the mess that 

leaking fluid leaves.  My choice was to use a 

cable operated system because of this 

experience.  A cable system does produce some 

noise, but Creek Hill added additional insulation 

to the elevator shaft. 

A residential elevator is typically very small.  We added mirrors to reduce the claustrophobic feel. 

An elevator is not on the checklist of the items tabulated to earn points - this not part of the 

Green Certification program.   
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A LOW MAINTENANCE HOME 

The home utilizes natural landscaping with (mostly) native materials designed for low 

maintenance and water use.  Since the majority of the lot is natural and heavily wooded, we 

retained experts to develop an attractive landscape theme that will look as if nature ran its course 

on the lot and reflect elements we would use in our land planning business.    

MNGreenstar does include guidelines for maintenance free homes and landscaping, however, 

NAHB Green certification required us to list the irrigation system installed as a mandatory item – 

we will not need an irrigation system (but will install one for drought conditions).   

Most “natural” landscapes do not fit in to suburban settings very well.  We worked with Jeff 

Webber to come up with a landscape plan that was affordable with low maintenance - low impact. 
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The Sustainable “No Mow” Lawn 

 

A “No Mow” lawn is created using 4 different Fescue grass varieties which are long living, grow 

only 4” tall and require no fertilizer or irrigation once established.  The endless task of weekly 

mowing, irrigation and fertilization required of a typical domestic lawn can be dramatically 

converted into a sustainable alternative where operational costs are nearly eliminated.  Along with 

the removal of mowing costs is the removal of the resource consumption in water and 

fertilization.  With less resource consumption, there is obviously less “wasted” water 

consumption and potential pollution from synthetic fertilization.   

 The program for this exciting alternative consists of technically correct and precisely timed 

actions to remove invasive weeds during the first 3 years after seeding.  As typical weeds and turf 

grasses grow more rapidly and aggressively than the slower growing Fescue grasses,  the key 

action is that of weed abatement while the culture of fescue grasses themselves grow thick enough 

to crowd out any competition.    

However, once the “No mow” lawn is established it becomes sustainable with very little resource 

investment or management.    

“No Mow” grass is starting to become available in sod form as popularity grows with the 

recognition of the benefits of this lawn approach show very good return on the investment of the 

time required to establish them.  For large scale development in housing projects the return on 

investments increase proportionately.      
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If a suburban single family home could be built with relatively affordable low maintenance 

materials, and the landscaping follows the same efficiency, then maintaining the single family 

home professionally will surely cost less per month than townhome association fees!  Families 

that age or are too busy to maintain a home on a lot do not need to buy into a townhome or 

condominium. 

 

This picture is the front yard of a home 

in the beautiful “Fields of St Croix” 

neighborhood in Lino Lakes, 

Minnesota.  This development is a 

low impact neighborhood with rain 

gardens, prairies, etc.  The 

landscaping often overpowers the front 

yards hiding the attractive architectural 

details of the houses.  Our plan is to 

use landscaping that can be a model for 

future suburban development - nothing 

that overpowers the yard or makes an 

“ecology above all” statement. 

 

 

 

We used a combination of a 

“lawn” look, transitioning 

into the natural woods with 

more of a ground cover. 

Jeff Weber proposed 

approximately 1/3
rd

 of the 

“lawn” area to be seeded 

wild flowers for constant 

changing colors during the 

warm growing season. 

 

Water conservation within the home is handled by the plumbing and appliance choices – nothing 

radical or fancy.  Of course, snow removal on 120 feet of paver stone driveway with organic 

landscaped strips is not easy (or cheap).   In hindsight we should have heated the driveway, today 

being a viable alternative to shoveling snow.    The exterior of the home has maintenance free 

materials – Hardie Siding, Power Coated Aluminum Railing, Steel Roof, etc.  There were some 
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recycled materials used during the construction, but we avoided many of the green options that 

might need premature replacement or maintenance.   

Ironically our landscape plan was continually being rejected as not qualifying to earn the minimum 

points for certification! Our land planning business is internationally known for the innovations its 

brought into the land development industry, and we wanted to use the home as a model to solve 

one of the most important issues facing the suburbs – the continued costs of maintaining and 

watering lawns.  In Minnesota there are a few experts with experience on how to install and 

maintain no-mow and no-water landscape that for all appearances looks like lawn.  We had 

obtained an original bid of $24,000 from Southview Design for the entire landscape, but more 

important was that we had the confidence that Jeff Weber, their Landscape Architect could 

formulate the mix correctly.  If we could demonstrate to builders that a more natural landscape 

could emulate manicured sod to visiting developers, well, then we could make major strides to 

solve the large problems caused by the suburban landscape.  We would also bring in some 

significant number of new trees. 

Only a small percentage of the lot (the 130’ x 100’ area) was to be manicured landscape. 

Before we contracted with Southview Design (their original $24,000 estimate) we had an estimate 

from a landscape architect who was an advisor to the board at MNGreenstar – his bid came to 

$54,311. Both landscape plans were very similar in material count, and both companies were well 

aware I wanted to keep within a not to exceed $24,000 budget.  After getting the $54,311 proposal 

I signed the contract with Southview Design.  MNGreenstarbased rejected our certification based 

on our landscaping!  I had reached my limit and reported this to the press as well as copying my 

State Senators – that afternoon we finally got our rating – 11 months after I moved into the home!!!  

You can draw your own conclusions. 
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DRIVEWAYS - THE BLEMISH OF NEIGHBORHOODS 

Both suburban and urban driveways have absurdly large masses of paving which not only costs 

more, but is terrible in terms of run-off from the massive impervious surfaces. Driveways are 

really bad for the environment.    The driveway also becomes a major (negative) influence on the 

curb appeal of a home and if over sized will be overly priced to initially construct and maintain 

over time.  For the most part, driveways are somehow overlooked when planning and 

constructing new subdivisions. 

The example above is a Townhome development in Minnesota where concrete defines about 90% 

of the front yard!  Whose brilliant idea was this?... the developer, the planner, the city? 

SCULPTED – “ART DRIVEWAYS” 

To significantly reduce pavement in 

driveways, this home demonstrates new 

concepts in design – the sculpted “Art 

Driveway”.   The driveways (there are two 

garages – an upper and a lower garage) are 

designed with landscaped free-form strips in 

areas where the tires will not tread.   The art 

drive consumes 1 /3
rd

 to ½ of the paved 

surface compared to conventional driveways 

that the neighboring homes have installed.   

 

This picture above shows a new Centex 

(now Pulte) home in South Carolina using a method of construction common to homes in the early 

20
th

 century.   
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This type of design reduces the paved surface area (and costs) to get to the garage by 1/3
rd

.  It 

simply makes sense to landscape areas that will not need to be driven over. 

This driveway demonstrates design techniques 

that can be used in coved neighborhoods 

featured in Prefurbia. 

Sculpting the driveway reduces both 

construction costs and environmental impacts 

while increasing the value of a home.   

 

 

The sculpted driveway can also be used in conventional driveway reconstruction – turning 

something that is typically a negative (large driveways) into a positive.     

The Art Driveway is something that can be retrofitted anywhere at anytime in existing 

neighborhoods as the driveways need repair or replacement when they age. 

 
 

Thus, the Art Driveway can be used as a stepping stone to driveways of the future.  There are 
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great options available which are pervious, but each have their problems – such as the interlocking 

VAST system which may not lend itself to a free-form design required to pull off the artistic effect 

(VAST are great Eco pavers but are set in a rigid grid). 

A 75’ long standard driveway would have been 1,400 square feet of surface area, we built this 

paver drive with 650 square feet of material. 

We decided not to use pervious construction as it is a maintenance headache and very costly to 

construct which would have added about $5,000 to the construction costs and would have yielded 

environmental benefits.   

The driveway reduced the environmental impact by 60% compared to conventional 

construction, yet because we did not us the base as a drainage area we earned zero points 

towards our certification. 

ANGLED ADVANTAGES 

One goal was to demonstrate how positioning of the home de-emphasizes the visual impact of 

garage doors.   Instead of a large garage door, each garage space has an individual door and the 

main inside garage door is inset an additional 4 feet.  

From an aerial view, both the driveways are clearly visible - but from eye level at any point on the 

street or surrounding lots and park, it would be impossible to actually see both driveways at the 

same time.  In addition, the driveway from 26
th

 street has a slight berm to hide it.   
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The 30 degree angle of the home is designed to increase premium views while at the same time 

decreasing undesirable views.   

The room functions were designed such that the major living areas would be placed to take 

advantage of the most desired views while minor living areas and non-living space (storage space, 

bathrooms, utility rooms, etc). are placed in areas with lesser views.     

All of these techniques can be applied to even the most basic conventional subdivision designs, yet 

builders never seem to tie home design into its surroundings leaving potential market advantages 

on the table.    The cookie-cutter placement of typical suburban homes reduces the living quality 

for those residing in the homes.   Setting the home at a precise location on a lot, not just along the 

minimum setback lines, allows much greater flexibility in design and are one of those things that 

are more of attention to detail than cost related.    

If individual placement of homes would be applied to even conventional grid subdivision patterns, 

the shape and feel of the streetscape would take on a far more interesting and organic feel.   

Viewshed mapping represents a new era in home design that increases livability and ties the 

interior spaces to the neighborhood also increasing value.  By this time you probably guessed – 

yep, no points on the green certifying programs! 
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EFFECIENCY 

HomeScape Design Group 

from Grand Rapids, Michigan 

were chosen to refine my 

design and detail the home for 

that all important curb appeal.    

Care was taken to reduce 

materials required to build the 

home.  The 6” studs are 

placed on 24 inch centers and 

the windows align at the 

studs.   

Of course placing the garage 

and stairway at a 45 degree 

angle to the rest of the home 

structure does add costs, but it 

also reduces the monotony of plain rectangular shapes of the standard suburban home.      

We also decided on a vaulted Great Room, instead of a simple rectangular space Great Room with 

a tall level ceiling.   

This reduces home surface area and volume of air space to be heated and cooled.  With the use of 

pendant light placement skewed across the space, illusion of openness is enhanced. 

Another aspect of efficiency comes in the form of Energy Star rated appliances.    We, at first, 

started to pursue only appliances that had the best ratings (the lowest energy consumption).  

When we researched “user comments” for various websites we found that many of these 

appliances reduce energy by not quite performing up to the standards that the customers had 

expected.  In some cases dish washers were not cleaning, dryers were not drying, etc.    So when 

we looked at efficiency, we also researched performance - and of course pricing.  Our electric 

costs average just over $2 a day.  Many of the lights are always left on.  The outside lights are 

LED’s that consume only 4 watts each – those are always on.   

Steel prices went through the roof!  So the steel roof was going to be far pricier than first thought, 

so we looked at some of the composites.  We came close to choosing a fake slate(recycled) roof, 

but when we investigated further, we found that many who installed these roofs experienced the 

colors fading after a short period of time.  It seemed that the 50 years of warranty these roofs had, 

did not address the colors fading after a few short years!  This is something to check into if 

considering any composite or recycled material – do they warranty color fading? 
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I’ll bet at this point you assume no points, but the above items do fall under point earning 

qualifications of the checklists. 

LET THERE BE LIGHT, Maybe, sort of, hopefully  

 

The Energy Bill passed by Congress in 2007 put in place the death of the traditional incandescent 

bulb.   Today, the fluorescent bulb is a graphic indication that many use to signify they are Green, 

but in fact they are anything but green as they contain mercury.  I thought the future was the LED, 

not only do they contain no mercury, but they start instantly and use a fraction of the electricity and 

are much easier to spell than fluorescent and incandescent! 

The current LED technology is expensive and we found does not live up to the 20,000 promise of 

longevity (we had 50% of the lamps fail in the first 12 months, and almost all the LED’s failed in 

the first two years).  Still, when affordable and reliable LED’s arrive it will be revolutionary – 

someday.  We have experimented with various brands and in 2012 it seems some of the lighting 

may actually perform as advertised. 
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A REAL FRONT PORCH 

A full front porch is included even though the home will be setback and separated from any walk 

system.  A porch adds warmth to the home façade that creates the image of a residence and 

provides a defined sitting area.  Many porches are used in today’s suburban homes, but to save 

costs they are often too small to place any chairs or lack the railing that defines the space as a 

porch.   

 

 

This home has all the elements that make a porch, well, a porch.  The angle of the porch directly 

faces the intersection of 26
th

 and Natchez.  As visitors turn the corner, the porch is the main 

architectural feature and remains so until passing the home or turning into the driveway.  It is 

important to note that this home at least demonstrate what a useable complete front porch is 

supposed to look like.  In addition is an upper porch area accessible from the loft which leads to 

an upper patio area over the garage.   

A front porch earns points in the green certification programs. 
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THE DECK AREAS 

There are two deck areas of the home, a small one overlooking the woods and wetlands off the 

great room and a much larger one for entertaining purposes over the garage spaces.  The 

advantage of having the larger deck (patio) over the garage space instead of the woods is that it is 

likely to be above the elevation where mosquitoes hover.  Another reason for placing the larger 

patio area over the garage is that since it overlooks a large park north of the home, with it provides 

a great view of the pond across the street.   

 

From a cost advantage, this area would have been covered with an expensive steel roof and attic 

space – creating unused space.  The deck seemed to be a better way to utilize the space while 

keeping the costs in line.   

This large space will allow quite a bit of patio furniture to be used and is plumbed for a gas 

bar-b-que.  The problem is the lugging of this furniture for storage, so we built a storage shed area 

along the patio area on the top floor (shown above as the double door).    This shed is insulated 

and heated , so it could be used for non-storage purposes, or it can be used for a small den or office 

off of the second bedroom. 

Utilizing rooftop as useable area, and providing an outside storage area… no points for that 

either! 
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KITCHEN AS THE MAIN HOME FOCAL POINT 

The kitchen is typically the gathering point of the home (in this country).  No matter how large 

and varied a home’s floor plan is, it seems that the kitchen becomes the gathering spot for family 

and guests.   

The kitchen opens up to an open great room and has the best combination of viewshed 

opportunities.   

There are two types of home buyers – those who prefer individual enclosed rooms each with their 

own function, and those who prefer an open floor plan.   

 

 
The homes with individual spaces cannot easily be made to appear large without being large – an 

open floor design can be designed to give an illusion of much more space than actually exists.   

Since the kitchen is typically where people tend to gather – especially on an open floor plan, it 

should be the main focal point.   

Since this home serves as a model for Prefurbia, and architecture should no longer be considered 

separate entity to the design of a development, it is a tool to demonstrate the advantages to add this 

level of detail for builders and developers alike. 
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WRAP AROUND ARCHITECTURE   

Most homes built today have architectural detail only 

along the face of the house.  In older urban areas where 

homes had more depth than width and side yards were 

very tight, the sides of the homes could not be easily 

seen, and rear’s of homes were either along the alleys 

(typically unsightly) or well hidden from view.     As 

one drives through the suburbs, the view is quite 

uninviting as seen in this photograph. 

 

In the suburbs, most designers of subdivisions are concerned about creating the geometric pattern 

to maximize density as the main design goal ignoring how a home is exposed along the streets.   

The suburbs have 

traditionally been 

designed with 

generous distances 

between sides of the 

homes.  This results 

in an increased 

exposure of the sides 

and the rears of 

homes which are 

typically left plain 

and un-detailed, 

which results in a less 

attractive and “colder” appearance than in the traditional designs of the city.    

This home is placed across a popular city park and at a public corner, at least three sides of the 

home has open exposure to traffic and the public.  It was important that every side of the home 

have equal architectural detail, not just along a face.  The porch defines which face acts as the 

front or main entrance.  Does this cost more?  Typically builders would include a large amount 

of brick or rock along the face of the home to provide an architectural  feature that would 

otherwise showcase the house as a large bland box.  This façade covering is not cheap.   

Wrap around architecture does earn some certifying points. 
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While this home certainly is not inexpensive, it is a similar cost per square foot compared to the 

1936 Cape Cod home a few blocks away that we sold while this home was under construction!    

    OLD     NEW 

Above ground living area: 1,900 sq.ft.    2,200 sq.ft. 

Below ground finished:      400 sq.ft.    1,400 sq.ft. 

Ceilings:   8’  - 8’ -  8’    8’ – 9’ – 8’ + Vaulted Greatroom 

Garage Spaces   2     4 

Land Area   60’ x 140’ Urban   5 acres sitting (Lot 100 X 130) 

Trim    Various styles with formica  Craftsman with Granite 

Lighting    Incandescent    CFL – 100% (except appliances) 

Flooring   Carpet – Wood – Pergo   Ceramic – Carpet 

Heating    GAS     Solar + 95% Efficient HVAC 

Access    Stairs     Stairs + Elevator 

Bedrooms   4     5 

Bathrooms   2 ~ full + 1 ~ ¾    3 ~ full + 1  ¾ 

Entertainment System  NONE     Central System with 52” HDTV 

Security   Standard Security   Motion , w/5 Video Cameras 

Landscaping   Sod     Natural low maintenance 

Driveways   Asphalt     Paver 

Insulation   4” Walls R-?– (newer windows)  6” Walls R-25 with Spray Foam  

Laundry   1 - Middle Floor    2 - Lower and Upper floors  

Roof     Asphalt Shingle    Steel 

Price per Sq.Ft (Incl. Lot) 213 (sold price)    250 (approx) 

 

Because of the high raw land price for this premium infill location and the expenses to make the lot 

buildable, it is difficult to make a direct apples-to-apples costs comparison with other green 

homes. 
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What Worked and did NOT! 

It took 5 months for Creek Hill to build this home, about a month was added because of the site 

works, and a few extra weeks to implement the green features and get the additional inspections 

and sign-offs. In February, we received NAHB Green Gold Status.   MNGreenstar demanded 

more paperwork after each submission from Creek Hill Custom Homes for certification – and after 

11 months we received a “Bronze” rating.   

First the big issue; Passive Solar – NOT! …  We were excited to experience the solar gain after 

months of testing tiles, working with the Architect, the Green Auditing company, and following 

the recommendations in the MNGreenstar manual as well as the latest online research.  It was a 

sunny day about 20 degrees (F) outside when the window film (from construction) was removed to 

finally demonstrate our “free heat” system.   

Armed with my temperature gun, I registered 70 degrees on a section of the floor in the shade, and 

then measured a bright sun-lit section, also 70 degrees!  So what do you think happened?  The 

first passive solar home I built 25 years ago, used glass typical of the day.  In the past residential 

glass had no special coatings that would restrict the sun's energy.  Older glass had two negative 

effects – one that it would let in excessive heat (bad in warm southern climates), and the other that 

solar rays would destroy furniture’s exposed to the direct sunlight.   

Glass today has evolved to eliminate these problems but also eliminating the feasibility of having a 

passive solar home.  We would not have designed the home differently because of the great 

views, but the floor would have been a whole lot less expensive done in wood instead of ceramic.  

Apparently we were the first in a very long time to come along and specifically build passive solar.  

We had multiple professionals involved – the Architect, the Builder, the Green Home Inspector, 

and finally MNGreenstar.   

The representative from the distributor who represented Anderson Windows (found out later was 

NOT an Anderson employee, but an outside sales rep), when shown that the floor temperature in 

direct sunlight was the same as the floor in the shade, kept on repeating that the Anderson 400 

series window is the best for a solar home… well maybe in Phoenix, but certainly not for a 

Minnesota passive solar home!  Residential Science did tell Mike to be sure to order “clear glass”, 

but apparently “clear glass” does not mean “clear glass” but a variation of treated glass to still fall 

within “u” and SHGC (solar heat gain coefficient) requirements to meet Minnesota’s strict 

building code.   Apparently when State Code was written nobody raised their hands and asked – 

what about solar homes?    
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Anderson Windows to the rescue – at least they tried… 

Anderson Windows thought they had a glass product that met State code and allow solar gain.  

The special order glass would have been $500 per window extra if we had originally ordered the 

glass properly. Anderson Windows were gracious enough to offer replacing the Great Room 

windows.   

We decided NOT to do that but instead to have them 

replace a primary window to test the solar gain on the 

actual floor.  This picture shows that pane being 

replaced at no charge from Anderson Windows.  Our 

intention was to monitor the solar gain and determine if 

the gain is worth changing out all of the glass. The people 

at Anderson Windows have been very concerned that we 

discover if Passivle Solar in today’s Green homes make a 

major or a minor difference.  

Passive solar results   

With the new window we were able to test the difference 

in solar gain.  We had expected about a 40 degree 

increase in temperature, but instead its gain was only 

about 3 degrees warmer!   

Could we have gone to some exotic glass?   

Possibly, but then the price would have likely skyrocketed above the Anderson Windows, thus 

negating any payback… is passive solar a dead idea considering the restrictions that the building 

codes place on “u” values?  It certainly appears that way! 

We discovered the problem with passive solar and the changes in Minnesota State building Code 

essentially does not allow passive solar to be implemented in a cost effective manner.  At least 

passive solar “design” won us some of those points we needed for certification! 

LED Lighting …after waiting three months for the LED lighting to arrive from China, we 

installed 12 flood lights in our kitchen except there wasn’t any – light that is.  The LED’s were 

worthless – luckily we got most of our money back.  Out to Home Depot to purchase $500 of CFL 

lamps, 120 of them – exactly what I wanted to avoid!  When we returned the LED’s, the supplier 

had 30 LED bulbs that seemed useable so we did purchase them.  Later we found LED Floods at 

CostCo for $10 each which worked fine in areas we did not need a lot of light.  50% of the total 

lighting WAS LED’s.   

We observed the outside CFL’s attracted bugs – lots of them, but replacing them with LED’s 
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chased the bugs away.  Apparently bugs do not like LED light!  The LED’s consume about 4 

watts each.  By the way – those “lifetime” LED lights – almost all have failed!   

At least the LED’s won us some of those points we needed for certification! 

Insulation:   

A Wittus Flatfire fireplace can warm the upper two floors within minutes – for just a few cents.   

Ironically the Wittus Flatfire reduced our “green” points because we were not allowed to put 

“holes” in our exterior walls for the MNGreenstar certification! 

We have gas appliances, fireplace, heated lower garage (using a separate gas heater), and the 

conventional high efficiency gas furnace.  We also had the system set wrong the entire month of 

January, one of the coldest months on record.  Twenty degrees below zero was a typical day!  

Because the home was well insulated, the total gas 

bill for the month was only $200, about half that of a 

new conventionally built home of the same size, and 

about 1/3
rd

 of an old home of similar size.  The 1” of 

closed cell structural foam along with traditional 

fiberglass batting on our 6” walls results in a R-25 

wall.  The 1” spray foam only added $2,000 to the 

total home price – payback I would guess is about 2 

years!  We saved $8,000 over filling the wall with 

all foam, and have equaled the R-value of SIPS 

construction!    

Additional insulation came in the form of thermal 

shades from Hunter Douglas.  When we went to bid 

on shades for the entire home, all of the bids came in 

between $26,000 and $32,000.  I thought that can’t 

be right – window blinds could not possibly cost that 

much!  The Great room had about ½ of the total 

glass area. I had a break down of the room separately.  

They said the Greatroom was $22,000 and the 

remainder of the home would be $4,000.  We had 

originally specified hard wired motorized shades, and 

it seemed that the cost difference was due to the 

automation.  So we asked how that could be done 

with less money.  They said battery operated shade 

controls would save $12,000, and the batteries should last about two years.   

I found it amazing that not one bidder offered this savings up front!  We also asked about the 
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shades themselves, how much cheaper it would be to specify the lower R-Value shades which 

reduced the overall installed costs to $12,000 – a total $14,000 savings! 

The shades do keep the house warm and toasty on winter nights and make a major difference on 

the comfort of a glass house in Minnesota’s frigid climates.  I also had asked to price the entire 

house going more of a typical low cost window treatment.  Overall, not including the 

motorization, the thermal shades add only $2,000 or so to the price – and they look great! 

Conventional HVAC vs. Geothermal vs. Passive Solar.   

Geothermal is being implemented on some of our new land developments because a single 

underground collection system can be shared by many homes, thus spreading the costs, making 

geothermal a more viable economic solution.   For an individual home, especially new 

construction, the increased expense simply made no sense.  The average home sells every 6 years, 

so an initial home buyer is not likely to recover the initial investment in a higher efficient option 

leaving all the cost benefit to the next home owner.  When considering “Payback” it’s also 

important to include the interest payments on a long term mortgage of a typical home purchase.    

We had essentially built a highly insulated green home, but with more than usual glass surface 

area.  According to studies, a Geothermal system can reduce energy consumption by 35% 

compared to “typical” HVAC systems.  Since our 95% efficient system uses less energy than the 

“typical”, the benefit would be far less.  Assuming a 20% benefit, the monthly cost savings would 

be $40 at best.    

So the question is – on a new “green” home that’s well constructed and insulated, how much of 

that “low energy” bill is geothermal?  Again we will be able to evaluate the passive solar gains 

this 2009-2010 winter. 

What makes a home efficient is mostly due to the minor investment we made into insulating the 

home with an extra 1” of structural spray foam (see picture prior page), a $2,000 increase in costs 

– all of the other “gains” in efficiency were secondary. 

A Geothermal system would have had little gain over the efficient conventional system on this 

new home.  However, the Geothermal would have earned many more certification points while 

being partially funded buy you – the tax payer!   
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Going Up? - The elevator.   

You really don’t realize how much an elevator comes 

in handy until you actually have one.  In the 6 months 

we have been in the home, I’ve suffered a Sciatic 

nerve, our daughter had knee surgery, and we have had 

many elderly guests.  Need to lug some heavy item up 

or down floors using the elevator is easy.   The fact is 

that anyone of us can have a medical problem that 

would render a multi-level home unusable, but with an 

elevator as they say in Jamaica – “no problem”.    It’s 

interesting that Universal Design (growing old or 

handicapped housing) is part of being “Green”, but 

there was no section in the 36 page MNGreenstar 

checklist that included an elevator as an option.  To 

make matters worse appraisers do not add a penny of 

value to their reports on homes with elevators!  To 

have a multi-level home that can function like a single 

level means the home consumes much less land.  This 

demonstrates less run-off and the potential for much 

higher density solutions than single level sprawling 

homes. 

Garages and Driveways:   

The two level garages work great and worked well for us but the reality is that a walkout on a 

corner lot made it possible – most home settings would be impractical. The low impact driveway 

works well as long as guests don’t miss the paved strips. To solve this problem, Southview Design, 

the Landscape Contractor added a hidden plastic grid that allows cars to drive on the landscaping 

without damaging it.  Southview design installed NetPave50 which we learned later was for 

industrial applications and extremely expensive.  The manufacturer of NetPave50 said they 

should have installed NetPave20 which was very affordable and designed for residential 

applications. 

We originally calculated the driveway was half the environmental impact and costs of a 

conventional driveway, but it’s ended up being half the environmental impact and about 25% less 

cost than conventional design even with the NetPave50 grid– still far ahead of typical driveways.  

Even though it’s less than ½ the environmental impact there are no points with the MNGreenstar 

system unless we used pervious pavers and costly rock under base construction – both 

prohibitively expensive just to earn a few green points. 
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The Steel Roof:   

I always wanted a home with a steel roof… they just look so great.  Unfortunately they may not 

the best option in snow country because of the snow that piles up and avalanches all at once.  The 

damage that can be created by the tons of falling snow can be quite extensive.  To prevent the 

snow from avalanching there are various suppliers of devices that make sure the snow does not fall 

all at once.  These include tabs that 

adhere to the roof but are prone to 

breakage and another option called 

rails.  Tabs glue to the roof, while 

rails are bolted to the ribs and in 

theory much more reliable and 

stronger.   Unfortunately the 

contractor had not torqued the bolts 

to the proper specifications and the 

roof rails failed to hold the snow 

load almost exactly a year after 

they were installed. 

According to Rob Haddock, president of S-5, the manufacturer of the clips that failed to hold the 

load,  they have had thousands of installations with their product for 15 years without failures.   

I had contracted the rails myself, so the home warranty did not cover them. Eventually under 

pressure exerted by Rob Haddock and others the contractor I hired re-installed the failed rails.   In 

any case, this should be a warning for anyone considering a metal roof in snow country – use a 

vendor authorized and trained in the products you are putting on the roof. 

The snow rails are now properly installed, however, the roof itself, was not!  We noticed that the 

steel panels were shifting slightly over time.  When the roofing contractor came out to fix the rails 

we asked about looking into the shifting of the panels. We received feedback that they did not see 

methods they would have used to tie down the roof panels correctly.   We called Bruce 

Bjorkstrand, the contractor who was paid to install the roof, that we thought the job was 

substandard and needed to be done correctly, but he took no action.  Our builder’s warranty 

person looked at the panels and said they were just cut unevenly (I don’t think he could believe a 

roof could have been installed without being secured).  The snow rails were not used in areas 

where snow would avalanche to bare ground.   

In the areas where snow avalanches off the roof, there is a sound, like a rumble just before the 

snow lets go.  If we are lucky, we can catch the snow avalanche which is a sight to witness coming 

down all at once.   Exactly a year after the snow rails failed, at 10PM I hear that rumble and ran 

down to the greatroom to watch the avalanche.  What I witnessed was the steel panels falling off 

my roof, not the snow!  Within hours Mike Hillesheim had people out to place a protective cover 
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over the roof and begin action to correct the problem. 

Appraising the situation (not!) 

This may come as a shock to you, but the home appraisal business does not factor in green at all!  

What good does winning Silver, Gold or Platinum mean if the building is not worth a cent more?  

To the consumer that’s what is most important – to lenders it’s critical.  Even those solutions that 

prove to have tremendous value have no impact on the appraisal.  Appraisers must look at the 

mass market for resale value – the Meat & Potatoes American Family, and they look at the Green 

Buyer as the limited Tofu Vegetarian crowd.  Because the appraisals give no extra value, even for 

certified and/or energy rated homes  – lenders see no advantage... thus only the rich can apply!    

Fix the appraisal and mortgage side of sustainable housing and there is hope.   Think an elevator 

in a three floor home would add value?  Not a nickel from the appraisal!   

You would think a home built using less than ½ of energy of a comparable new conventionally 

constructed home would at least have some value – nada! 

These new solutions need to be sustainable which means they need to be attainable to all income 

levels -otherwise this green movement will fade away and be forgotten - like the past one. 

NAHB GREEN 
Since I’m in the sustainable 

“city” building business, 

I’m very concerned about 

this new “green” era with 

all of its new rules and 

complexity – so we paid 

Creek Hill Custom Homes 

(they also contributed) to 

certify the house NAHB 

Green assuming that since 

this certification is from the 

National Association of 

Home Builders, it would be void of the social engineering aspects of green building and also give 

credit on a scale instead of 100% or nothing.   

Luckily we were not too far along in construction and were able to squeeze the home in on that 

program.  On February 18
th

, 2009 we received Gold Certification from NAHB.  We also 

received an Energy Star Rating HERS-59 which rates the entire home.   

With NAHB Green, they required paperwork as with MNGreenstar, but they also trusted that all of 
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the paperwork was in order and the third party verifier we had contracted was in fact providing the 

correct verification.  This made it reasonably easy on the builder.  Also what seemed to be 

different was that you could get credit for items that were say 90% “green”.  For example, with 

MNGreenstar if you did not have something done 100% there were no points – period.  The 

problem with this is type of all or nothing system is that the builder (or homebuyer) decides to not 

do that item as it does not have a payback and/or is too costly, or decides to chase points and busts 

the budget.  With NAHB Green we could make a decision and if that meant we could get 90% of 

the benefit with a cost of 15% more, we could make logical decisions and still get our points. 

Ironically NAHB Green certification demanded an irrigation system be installed, whereas 

MNGreenstar promoted that none be installed!  Both programs have the builders chase points.   

WORKING WITH THE CITY OF St Louis Park: 

 

We would like to extend a special thanks to the City of St. Louis Park and their staff, especially the 

Housing Coordinator, Kathy Larsen and the Zoning Coordinator, Gary Morrison.  Their ability to 

work quickly to get the home up before the winter set in was amazing.  Their “get it done” attitude 

is refreshing.     
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By the time the land was 

available the country was in a 

recession and the Minneapolis 

housing market was in 

shambles.  This allowed us to 

pick up the site at a more 

attainable price. 

A unique aspect of the site is its 

close proximity to parks, trails, 

downtown Minneapolis, and 

shopping, especially with the 

huge new West-End complex 

within walking distance (15 

minute walk to the north). 

This home demonstrates how interior floor planning can relate to the surroundings, typical of the 

goals of every home with  theory we teach in Prefurbia. 

The two major focal points of the home, the kitchen-great room, and the upper deck-porch area 

provide panoramic views to approximately 20 acres of open space.  By limiting views to the 

neighbor’s homes across the street, the illusion is of a country setting – in an urban area! 

The blending of architectural and the 

neighborhoods open spaces is not part 

of any “Green” points system – in any 

of the rating programs. 

Working with the City Staff allowed us 

to provide a home with the 

MNGreenstar certification which was 

important to their agenda of becoming 

a model for Green, but most important 

also being a model for the living 

qualities that could be available to 

every urban and suburban dweller 

using the new design methods of 

Prefurbia. 
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